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Imperia Chef in Casa Pasta Machine GK033
Dimensions: 20(L)x 59mm   View Product 

 Code : GK033

  
 44% OFF   Sale 

£6,855.65

£3,819.99 / exc vat
£4,583.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day delivery

 - Saturday Delivery - 19.99 + £19.99

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The Imperia Chef in Casa Electric Pasta Machine is a
highly versatile, high Output and efficient pasta
maker, capable of kneading the pasta dough, drawing
the pasta sheet, and then creating the preferred pasta
style.

Compact and highly reliable, this counter-top pasta maker
is specifically designed to create homemade-style pasta,
whilst all parts which come into contact with the pasta
dough are stainless steel, thus guaranteeing exceptional
hygiene and easy cleaning.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 300 290 550

Cm 30 29 55

Inches
(approx)

11 11 21

 Features a drawplate for a 170mm-wide sheet of

pasta dough

 Features a manual rotating pasta-cutter knife for

short pasta

 Fitted with a complete line of accessories (which can

be purchased separately)

 External framework: anodised aluminium steel

 Internal material: stainless steel

 Please note this item exceeds 30kg and as such our

carrier may require assistance at point of delivery
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